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Space-confined catalyst design toward ultrafine Pt nanoparticles with 
enhanced oxygen reduction activity and durability 
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� Controlled nucleation of Pt nano-
particles inside pore of carbon is 
designed. 
� The space-confinement strategy enables 

ultrafine Pt nanoparticles. 
� High ORR activity is achieved due to 

large ECSA and optimized electronic 
structure. 
� The unique catalyst design endows Pt 

nanoparticles with long-term stability.  
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A B S T R A C T   

Carbon supported platinum nanoparticles have been widely used to catalyze oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), 
however, their real-world applications in polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) is mainly bot-
tlenecked by insufficient catalytic activity and durability due to particles agglomeration and dissociation from 
support material. Herein, we have developed a facile catalyst design to embed ultrafine Pt nanoparticles inside 
the nanopores of carbon support towards increased Pt atom utilization and suppressed Ostwald ripening through 
space-confinement effect. Besides, the novel strategy endows the resultant Pt nanoparticles with an optimized 
electronic structure, which further accelerates ORR kinetics. Due to these attributes, the as-prepared Pt nano-
particle inside pore (Ptinside/KJ600) catalyst have shown remarkable initial mass activity of 0.558 A mg� 1

Pt 
(@0.9 V vs RHE), which is 3.30 times higher than commercial Pt/C and outperforms most of the reported Pt 
catalysts. Beyond that, the catalyst also exhibits significantly improved durability with 9 mV negative shift in 
half-wave potential after 20 K cycles, while commercial Pt/C benchmark displays a 52 mV negative shift. The 
structural characterizations after durability test confirmed that the pore-confinement design can effectively 
inhibit the particle agglomeration with negligible increase in particle size. This catalyst design can be easily 
applicable to other metal-based catalyst and heteroatoms doping.   
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1. Introduction 

Polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is a promising 
sustainable clean energy system to meet global energy demands [1–3]. 
Commercial PEMFC uses platinum-based catalysts which are best 
available to catalyze sluggish oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) [4]. 
Since only the surface Pt atoms are assessible to the reactants, catalytic 
activity of platinum nanoparticles greatly depends on their particle size. 
Where decrease in size increases catalytically active surface area due to 
enhanced surface area/volume ratio. Given this, intensive efforts are 
devoted in developing platinum-based catalysts with smaller particle 
size towards large electrochemical surface area (ECSA m2 gPt

� 1) and mass 
activity (MA A mgPt

� 1) [4–12]. In fact, the state-of-the-art Pt/C catalyst 
are carbon supported platinum nanoparticles with an average size of ~3 
nm. However, the catalytic activity of the commercial Pt/C catalysts still 
can not meet the requirement for their widespread implementation, 
which calls for further decreasing the particle size, yet remains a big 
challenge due to the lack of effective synthetic strategies [13–15]. Be-
sides, smaller Pt nanoparticle are even more susceptible to sintering and 
detachment from the support surface leading to rapid deterioration in 
catalytic activity [16]. Stability of oxygen reduction catalyst in PEMFC is 
at forefront limiting their commercialization [17]. State-of-the-art Pt/C 
catalyst are prone to platinum dissolution, Ostwald ripening and plat-
inum agglomeration at the working conditions [18–21]. Particles 
migrate on the support surface follow Brownian movement due to 
relatively weak support-metal interaction. While Ostwald ripening lead 
to particle agglomeration as large particle grows on the expense of 
smaller one due size dependent surface energy [20,22]. High surface 
energy associated with smaller particle lead to easy migration and 
agglomeration, becomes more problematic due to unsaturated coordi-
nation and leads to spatial electron delocalization [23–25]. Agglomer-
ation and dissolution of Pt nanoparticle on the surface of carbon 
material becomes more severe during start/stop of fuel cell operation 
and diminishes fuel cell performance. 

To reduce the catalyst degradation scientific work has been fostered 
on discovering new more efficient catalyst material and methodologies 
to upgrade catalyst arrangement within structure [26]. The most widely 
used approach to improve durability is the use of different carbon sup-
port with higher anti-corrosion ability such as CNT [27–29] and gra-
phene [30,31]. However, the well-crystallized carbon structure makes it 
difficult to deposit platinum nanoparticles uniformly on the support, 
which is unfavorable for long-term durability as the catalysts with uni-
form size, shape and distribution are proven to minimize driving force 
for Ostwald ripening or agglomeration [32,33]. Another approach is 
strengthening metal support interaction which can suppress particle free 
migration on the surface, therefore suppress coalescence and detach-
ment of catalyst particle from the surface [34–36]. However, 
metal-support interaction on the surface are still vulnerable to 
agglomeration and dissolution. Therefore, precise control of Pt nano-
particle is an immense challenge and even with successful synthesis of 
small nanoparticles are prone to agglomeration and dissociation when 
catalyst nanoparticles are deposited on the support surface. Taking these 
points into consideration, one of the promising approach is to precisely 
control size and stabilize small nanoparticles by incorporating inside 
well-defined nanopores or crystalline matrices. Seeding of Pt nano-
particles inside pore can effectively control smaller particle size and can 
increase electrochemical active surface area and active sites, and even-
tually improves catalytic activity. Furthermore, higher instability of 
smaller Pt nanoparticles due to agglomeration and Ostwald ripening can 
be minimized by spatial pore-confinement when particles was deposited 
inside pore of carbon support. Regardless of potential of seeding or 
embedding of nanoparticles within nanopores of host materials, one of 
the major challenges is how to channelize the Pt precursor inside pore. 
In fact, seeding of nanoparticles do not assure high ORR activity and 
durability as mass transfer limitations and reaction kinetics need to be 
excellent within pore of host materials. 

In this work, we have developed a facile one-step strategy, which is 
easy for adaptation in scale-up production and duplication, to seed Pt 
nanoparticles inside the carbon support nanopore in order to address 
activity and stability issue of mainstream Pt/C electrocatalyst. Synthe-
sized electrocatalyst have shown improved intrinsic activity and sta-
bility towards oxygen reduction reaction. This strategy helps in 
controlling nucleation of ultrafine Pt nanoparticles inside pores and 
pore-confinement effect assists to synthesize uniform nanoparticle dis-
tribution. As a proof-of-concept, commercial KJ600 was selected as a 
model support material due to large surface area, high porosity with 
interconnected channels and high conductivity. The synthesized catalyst 
(Ptinside/KJ600) exhibits 0.558 A mg� 1 Pt mass activity at 0.9 V vs RHE, 
which is about 3.30 times higher than commercial carbon supported Pt 
catalyst (Pt/C) and exceeds the DOE 2020 targets. Remarkably higher 
ECSA and mass activity indicate large number of catalytic active sites, 
while no mass transfer or reaction kinetics limitations due to seeding of 
Pt nanoparticle inside pores. Besides, the as-developed Ptinside/KJ600 
shows dramatically improved long-term stability, as after 20 K cycle 
mass activity of Ptinside/KJ600 was 6 times higher than Pt/C catalyst, 
and even 2.20 times higher than initial activity of Pt/C. The enhanced 
stability is predominately attributed to pore confinement effect, which 
reduces the particle dissolution and agglomeration by keeping Pt 
nanoparticle intact. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Synthesis of Ptinside/KJ600 and Ptoutside/KJ600 catalyst 

The Pt based catalyst was prepared by depositing Pt on carbon ma-
terial KJ600 (Ketjen black EC-600JD, AkzoNobel). For Ptinside/Kj600 
catalyst synthesis, 50 mg of KJ600, 1 ml of 100 mM of H2PtCl6⋅6H2O in 
anhydrous ethanol was mixed and this mixture was then sonicated for 2 
h in ice bath and followed with overnight vacuum drying. While in case 
of Ptoutside/KJ600 catalyst, KJ600 was sonicated for 2 h in large volume 
of distilled deionized water (DDI) to obtain uniform KJ600-DDI mixture. 
Then, Pt precursor solution was added and stirred rigorously for 2 h to 
obtained uniform mixture. Subsequently, temperature was raised on 
stirred plate to slowly vaporized DDI water and final product was further 
vacuum dried for overnight. Platinum particle was reduced by heat 
treatment for 2 h at 400 �C in 10% H2/Ar environment. The flow rate of 
carrier gas was maintained at 100 sccm throughout the experiment. 
Final product was collected from furnace and used as it is for further 
physiochemical and electrochemical characterization. 

2.2. Physiochemical characterization 

Powdered X-ray diffraction patterns was obtained using Rigaku 
MiniFlex X-ray diffractometer, with a scan rate of 1� per minute, and at a 
step size of 0.02�. Elemental composition percentage of material was 
determined by the inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spec-
troscopy (710-ES, Varian, ICP-OES). Elemental electronic configuration 
was determined by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) from 
Thermo Scientific K-Alpha spectrometer. Surface area and pore volume 
analysis was performed on ASAP 2020 Plus unit based on Brunauer- 
Emmett-Teller theory. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), High- 
resolution TEM (HR-TEM), High-angle annular dark field microscopy 
(HAADFM), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), and 
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) elemental mapping was performed using 
JOEL 2100F operated at 200 kV and Hitachi HD2700C STEM equipped 
with a probe aberration corrector operated at the 200 kV. 

2.3. Electrochemical characterization 

Electrochemical characterization tests were conducted on the three 
electrode testing cells in 0.1 M HClO4 solution at room temperature 
using Bio-Logic VSP electrochemical station. Glassy carbon electrode 
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was used to deposit synthesized catalyst and was working electrode, 
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) was used as a reference electrode, 
and platinum foil was used as a counter electrode. Catalyst ink was 
prepared with deionized water, Iso-propanol (v/v ¼ 1:1) and 5 wt % 
Nafion solution and deposited on the glassy carbon electrode with active 
surface area of 0.196 cm2. All potential in this manuscript is referred in 
the term of RHE potential. The Pt loading was calculated based on the 
ICP results and was consistent throughout catalyst used in this work. 
Catalyst activation was performed using cyclic voltammetry in a po-
tential range of 0.05–1.05 V vs RHE at a scan rate of 20 mV s� 1 in 0.1 M 
HClO4 saturated with N2 gas. Electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) 
was determined by integrating H2 adsorption/desorption region be-
tween 0.05 and 0.4 V vs RHE for reverse sweep, and a charge density of 
210 μC cm� 2 for hydrogen adsorption on monolayer of polycrystalline 
platinum in cyclic voltammetry. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was 
used to capture ORR polarization curve in O2-saturated 0.1 M HClO4 
solution at the scan rate of 10 mV s� 1 at the rotation speed of 1600 rpm. 
The ORR polarization curve was used to calculate mass activity. Dura-
bility test was performed between potential range of 0.6–1.1 V vs RHE at 
a sweeping rate 50 mV s� 1. To compare results presented in this work 
Pt/C (Tanaka Kikinzoku International Inc., 28 wt% Pt) was used as the 
baseline catalyst at same measuring conditions. Elemental composition 
based on the ICP results was used for the calculation of ECSA and mass 
activity. 

3. Result and discussion 

The synthesis method developed in this work was facile one-step 
which includes sonication to obtain uniform mixture and reduction at 
low temperature to control particle size. This facile method possesses 
multiple advantages over their counterparts, such as reduction at high 
temperature which leads to the large growth of particle size. Some 
processes uses various capping and reducing agent which require the 
washing or other treatment to remove any unwanted element otherwise 
will have a detrimental effect on the performance of catalyst [37], or 
solvothermal methods demands removal of organic solvents and affects 
synthesis efficiency qualitatively and quantitatively [38,39]. Therefore, 
abandoning organic solvent, reducing agent, capping agent or any other 
chemical reagent during synthesis minimized constraints and led to 
highly repeatable and efficient synthesis route. Solvent volume and its 
polarity were tuned to maneuver the seeding of platinum inside nano-
pore and on surface of carbon support. Hydrophobic ethanol was used 
due to hydrophobic nature of carbon pore and can be easier for chan-
nelization of precursor solution, while the volume of ethanolic Pt pre-
cursor solution was kept equal to absorbed ability of KJ600, therefore all 
of the Pt precursor solution was channeled inside pore of KJ600 [40]. 
Platinum precursor in ethanol with Ketjen Black EC600JD (KJ600) was 
sonicated to maneuver the Pt precursor solution inside nanopore of 
carbon material, as adsorption of ethanol solution targets the nucleation 
site inside the carbon nanopores. After sonication ethanol was removed 
in vacuum oven and form the basis of Pt seeding inside the nanopores. 
Further annealed in H2 environment led to nucleation and Pt particle 
growth. The catalyst through ethanol route called Ptinside/KJ600 as 
platinum nanoparticle was seeded inside nanopore of KJ600. While 
same procedure was repeated with large volume of DDI with stirring 
instead of sonication to deposited Pt nanoparticle on the surface of 
carbon support (Ptoutside/KJ600). Volume of DDI used was more than the 
carbon can absorb, such that Pt precursor was precipitated on the sur-
face of carbon support. Wettability of DDI is lower on carbon support 
(KJ600), therefore non-selective deposition take place, while higher in 
case of ethanol and when coupled with sonication it helps in uniform 
diffusion of Pt precursor solution inside nanopore. Overall synthesis 
route and schematic illustration of Pt nanoparticles inside pores are 
presented in the schematic diagram (Fig. 1). 

Powdered X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used to identify the phase of 
crystal material, crystal size and characterize lattice parameters of the 

synthesized catalyst materials. The characteristic peaks of Pt was ob-
tained at 39.6, 46.2, 67.38 and 81.34�, and correlated with Pt(111), Pt 
(200), Pt(220) and Pt(311) crystal phase respectively (Fig. 2a, S1). These 
crystal planes observed in XRD curve indicate typical face-centered 
cubic (fcc) structure which are active towards ORR activity. There was 
no significant difference observed in Pt peaks position of different 
catalyst synthesized in this work. The Pt particle size based on the XRD 
data was calculated using Scherrer equation and was observed in range 
of 2–3 nm. As per Scherrer equation, peak width is inversely propor-
tional to the crystallite size. Relatively smaller particle size possesses 
more catalytic active surface, and relatively higher activity and vice- 
versa. XRD peaks were obtained and compared for the Pt deposited 
outside and inside of the KJ600 (Fig. 2a.). Average crystal domain size of 
Pt along the (111) direction from XRD peak was 2.43 nm when Pt 
nanoparticle was deposited on the surface (Ptoutside/KJ600), while 1.63 
nm when Pt was seeded inside pores (Ptinside/KJ600). Herein, the dif-
ferences in size of Pt nanoparticles may be attributed to the confinement 
of Pt particle inside the pores as both catalysts have undergone same 
heat treatment and reduction conditions. Only difference was the use of 
different type and volume of solvent for the seeding of Pt nanoparticle 
inside the pores. It should be noted that, both the Ptoutside/KJ600 and 
Ptinside/KJ600 exhibit smaller Pt size than the commercial Pt/C (2–5 nm, 
Fig. 2a), demonstrating the superiority of reduction method adapted in 
this work. Apart from the typical diffraction peaks for fcc Pt, compara-
tively broad peak around 25� corresponds to carbon characteristic peaks 
along (002) plane [41] was observed for both catalysts and commercial 
Pt/C, with higher intensity for Ptinside/KJ600 and Ptoutside/KJ600 
compared to Pt/C (Fig. S1a). The higher intensity corresponds to higher 
graphitic crystallinity of KJ600 a positive trait to improve ORR stability 
[42,43]. 

Since the porosity of the carbon support material not only correlates 
with the mass transfer of electrocatalytic reactions, but also reflects the 
dispersion of the supported metal nanoparticles. Pore characterization 
of carbon support material and catalysts was investigated by N2 
adsorption and desorption methods. Surface area and pore volume was 
estimated with BET analysis, while pore-size distribution was calculated 
through Barrett, Joyner and Halenda (BJH) models (Fig. S2). As 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis route of Ptinside/KJ600 catalyst.  
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displayed in Fig. S2, a typical type-IV isotherm shows a characteristic H3 
hysteresis loop which reveals a mixture of both micro-mesoporous na-
ture of support material KJ600. It is also worth mentioning that from 
pore size distribution plot, the diameter of most pores falls in the range 
of 2–5 nm for KJ600, which is large enough for easy diffusion of Pt 
precursor inside nanopores of carbon support [44]. BET surface area of 
carbon support was estimated as 1362.47 m2 g� 1, and retained high 
values after Pt deposition with 850 m2 g� 1 when Pt was deposited inside 
nanopore, while 860.36 m2 g� 1 when Pt was deposited on the surface of 
support material. Herein, large porosity and surface area of carbon 
support are favorable for high density of active sites and can be easily 
access to large volume of reactant and ultimately favorable condition for 
high electrocatalytic performance. The pore volume of KJ600 was 2.59 
cm3/g and decreased to 1.61 cm3/g for Ptinside/KJ600, implying partial 
filling of nanopores as a result of Pt deposition inside pore. Fig. 2b, 
shows BJH pore-size distribution of KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Ptinsi-

de/KJ600. There was a stern decrease in peak area and narrow pore-size 
distribution is noticeable in case of Ptinside/KJ600 when compared with 
KJ600 and Ptoutside/KJ600, with no shift in peak position of pore-size 
distribution plot observed (Fig. 2b). These evidences strongly suggest 
confinement of Pt particle inside pores and that led to the effective 
immobilization of Pt nanoparticles. Diffusion Pt precursor solution assist 
in seeding of Pt precursor inside pores, and followed with nucleation and 
Pt nanoparticle formation. Therefore, data extracted in case of Ptinsi-

de/KJ600 from BET analysis clearly indicate diffusion, seeding and 
nucleation of Pt nanoparticles within nanopores of KJ600. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted to further 

investigate the elemental composition and electronic configuration of 
synthesized catalysts. Full range XPS spectra of Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/ 
KJ600 and Pt/C catalysts are displayed in Fig. S3. The high-resolution Pt 
4f XPS of Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C can be deconvoluted 
into atomic Pt(0) and oxidized Pt(II) as presented in Figs. S4a–c. Pt4f7/2 
and Pt4f5/2 peaks were observed at 71.88 and 75.28 eV separated with 
3.35 eV within catalyst for Ptinside/KJ600 and Ptoutside/KJ600 respec-
tively (Figs. S4–d). Although there was no shift in peak position 
observed between Ptinside and Ptoutside catalyst, while a significant 
negative shift of 0.42 eV in peak position was observed when compared 
with Pt/C, and can beneficial for high ORR activity (Fig. 2c) [45]. Be-
sides, the ratio of Pt(0)/Pt(II) was calculated for Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutsi-

de/KJ600 and Pt/C and presented in Fig. 2d. Ratio of metallic Pt(0) to 
oxidized state Pt(II) peak area ratio at initial condition for both catalysts 
Ptinside/KJ600 and Ptoutside/KJ600 is almost similar, which suggests 
same number of active sites as only metallic Pt atoms are active towards 
ORR [46,47]. Notably, the Pt(0)/Pt(II) ratio is higher for Ptinside and 
Ptoutside compared to Pt/C, probably contributing towards higher ORR 
activity. Higher intensity of Pt peaks in Ptoutside/KJ600 as compared to 
Ptinside/KJ600 can also indirectly suggest seeding of Pt inside pore since 
XPS only detects surface Pt (Fig. S4d). 

Smaller platinum particle size of Ptinside/KJ600 catalyst from XRD 
analysis, their changed electronic configuration from XPS data and BET 
results which have shown stern decrease in pore-volume for Ptinside/ 
KJ600 catalyst have established the deposition nanoparticle within 
pores. To further compliment these findings, we have looked at the 
morphology with TEM results and performed particle size distribution 

Fig. 2. (a) XRD pattern, (b) BJH pore-size distribution of KJ600, Ptinside/KJ600 and Ptoutside/KJ600, (c) Pt4f high-resolution XPS spectra of Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/ 
KJ600 and Pt/C, (d) Pt(0)/Pt(II) oxidation state ratio in XPS spectra of Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C. 
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analysis. Pt nanoparticle of uniform size was found to be homogeneously 
distributed over the carbon nanopores (Fig. 3a and b). High angle 
annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF- 
STEM) image and HR-TEM image of Ptinside/KJ600 catalyst shows the 
uniform distribution of Pt nanoparticles (Fig. 2a–c). Nanoparticles ap-
pears on the peripheral and can be clearly visualized and correlated in 
schematic diagram (Fig. 1). The uniform dispersion with no agglomer-
ation can be attributed to pore-confinement effect on Pt nanoparticles. 
Overview HR-TEM image of Ptinside/KJ600 is shown in Fig. 3b, when 
consider it as top view you can clearly see Pt nanoparticle homoge-
neously embedded inside carbon material (in oval shaped marked box). 
Whereas, Ptoutside/KJ600 catalyst have also showed uniform distribution 
of Pt nanoparticle on the surface, while relatively more concentrated on 
top surface (Fig. 3c and d). Pt/C commercial catalyst was investigated as 
a benchmark, where the Pt nanoparticles are deposited on the surface of 
carbon support (Fig. 3e, S5). To make a quantitative analysis on the Pt 
dispersion, particle size distribution was also performed on Ptinside/ 
KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C respectively (Fig. 3d–f). Average par-
ticle size of Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C are 2.01, 2.04 and 
2.75 nm respectively. These results are correlated with particle size 
calculated from XRD peaks. Ptinside/KJ600 catalyst showed narrowest 
particle size distribution, while Pt/C and Ptoutside/KJ600 showed similar 
broad particle size distribution compared to Ptinside/KJ600. While, due 
to pore-confinement effect smaller particle size with narrow particle size 
distribution was maintained in Ptinside/KJ600, while Ptoutside/KJ600 
showed broader distribution and large variation within particles size 
instead both catalysts were reduced at same temperature and conditions. 
As smaller ultrafine particle size with narrow particle size distribution in 
Ptinside/KJ600 catalyst can led to higher ECSA and more active sites to 
catalyze ORR. Therefore, pore-confinement can effectively control par-
ticle size with narrow particle size distribution due to uniform dispersion 
of platinum precursor solution inside carbon nanopore. EDAX mapping 
further supports the uniform distribution for both catalysts (Fig. S6). 

Electrochemical activity and durability test of Ptinside/KJ600 and 
Ptoutside/KJ600 catalyst was assessed in three cell system using rotating 
disk electrode (RDE) and compared with commercial Pt/C (TKK, 28.2%) 
at same conditions. Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) test was per-
formed to establish the Pt concentration in synthesized catalyst for the 
activity assessment and were 27.3 wt% and 27.8 wt%, for Ptinside/KJ600 

and Ptoutside/KJ600, respectively. Potentiodynamic electrochemical 
measurement Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was used for catalyst activation 
and electrochemical surface area (ECSA) measurement. Initial activation 
of Ptoutside/KJ600 took around 50 cycle which was same for commercial 
Pt/C catalyst. Considering both catalysts where Pt nanoparticle was 
deposited on the surface, while Ptinside/KJ600 took few more cycles for 
catalyst activation. Activation of Ptinside/KJ600 took a little higher 
number of cycles as wetting of Pt nanoparticles in the proximity of 
carbon pore took longer [48]. These phenomena can be further 
explained as activation cycles improve wettability of carbon channel 
porous network as a result even after durability cycles Pt nanoparticles 
are better accessed. Initial CV was recorded after catalyst activation at a 
scan rate of 20 mV s� 1 in N2 saturated 0.1 M HCl04 solution (Fig. 4a). 
ECSA was calculated for positive going sweep between 0.05 and 0.4 V 
(all potentials used in this work are relative to the reversible hydrogen 
electrode (RHE)) for hydrogen underpotential desorption (HUPD) re-
gion. The charge density under HUPD was assumed to be 210 μC cm� 2 

and was used to normalize electrode surface area. The two peaks were 
observed at the 0.14 V and 0.21 V and considered as desorption of 
weakly (0.14 V) and strongly (0.21 V) adsorbed hydrogen. Initial ECSA 
for Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C are 113.4, 115 and 68.78 m2 

gm� 1
Pt respectively. Even though nanoparticles are confined inside the 

nanopores shows a large ECSA advocates there was no hinderance or 
obstruction in electrolyte and reactant accessibility at the catalytically 
active sites [49]. Higher ECSA of synthesized catalyst are due smaller 
size of Pt nanoparticles, hence possess more catalytically active sites and 
validates advantages of facile one-step synthesis methods adapted in this 
work. 

The ORR polarization curve of the catalyst was obtained at a scan 
rate of 10 mV s� 1 in 0.1 M HClO4 solution at 1600 rpm and was cor-
rected for ohmic drop. At the same conditions initial Half-wave potential 
of Ptinside/KJ600 and Ptoutside/KJ600 were observed at 0.9 V and were 
32 mV higher than the commercial Pt/C catalyst (Fig. 4b). Initial ORR 
polarization curve was repeated three time and plotted with standard 
deviation for Ptinside/KJ600 and Ptoutside/KJ600 (Fig. S8). Mass activity 
calculated for Ptinside/KJ600 catalyst is 0.558 A mg� 1

Pt and 0.549 A 
mg� 1

Pt for Ptoutside/KJ600 at 0.9 V vs RHE respectively. Initial activity of 
synthesized catalyst crossed the U.S. Department of Energy 2020 target 
(0.44 A mg� 1

Pt at 0.9 V for MEA) and about 3.3 times higher than 

Fig. 3. (a) HAADF image, (b) HR-TEM image of Ptinside/KJ600, (c) HAADF image, (d) TEM image of Ptoutside/KJ600, (e) HR-TEM image of Pt/C, Particle size 
distribution of (a) Ptinside/KJ600, (b) Ptoutside/KJ600 and (c) Pt/C respectively. 
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commercial Pt/C catalyst (0.169 A mg� 1
Pt) [50]. Commercial Pt/C 

catalyst mass activity was compared with recent published work and 
found consistent [40,51–59]. Specific activity of Ptinside/KJ600 and 
Ptoutside/KJ600 are measured as 4.92 and 4.77 A m� 2

Pt respectively and 
earlier one is 2.0 times higher than Pt/C (2.457 A m� 2

Pt) (Fig. 4c). 
Higher ORR activity of synthesized catalyst compared to Pt/C can be 
ascribed to higher ECSA, smaller and uniform particle size distribution, 
optimized electronic structure and higher Pt(0)/Pt(II) ratio as seen from 
XPS results. Initially Ptinside and Ptoutside catalysts showed similar ECSA, 
mass activity and specific activity due to similar particle size distribu-
tion, invariable electronic configuration as shown in XPS results, and 
support material structure. High surface area of support material is good 
enough to accommodate Pt nanoparticles within nanopores. While large 
porous structure which are interconnected and embedded with each 
other, establishes easily accessible pathway for ion movement without 
hindering mass transfer and reaction kinetics when compared to Ptout-

side/KJ600 or Pt/C catalyst where Pt is deposited on the surface. High 
density of active sites diminishes the reaction kinetics limitations. Pre-
vious (Pt@HGS) studies showed mass transport resistances due to 
confinement of particles inside the pores but was not the case even at 
high current density for the catalyst synthesized in this work [48]. In 
fact, Pt deposited inside nanopore do not suffer any limitations. 
Furthermore, these nanopores kept nanoparticles intact and confined 
which can help in long-term stability of catalyst while prevents Pt 
dissolution and agglomeration. 

To establish the stability of catalyst due to seeding of Pt nanoparticle 
inside nanopores long-term durability test was performed. The stability 
of synthesized catalyst was examined by cycling between 0.6 and 1.1 V 
vs RHE at a scan rate of 50 mV s� 1 up to 20000 cycles in N2 saturated 0.1 
M HClO4 solution. The dissolution potential of bulk Pt is about 1 V vs 
RHE and therefore Pt atoms suffer dissolution/re-deposition (agglom-
eration), which results in Pt agglomeration due to Ostwald ripening 

around this potential [45,60]. Therefore, durability testing conditions 
(0.6 V–1.1 V) was selected to examine the stability of Pt-based electro-
catalysts as demonstrated extensively in previous study [52,55,61–63]. 
CV curves before and after 20 K cycles for Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 
and Pt/C were shown in Fig. S7. ECSA of Ptinside/KJ600 after 20 K cycles 
was 78.96 m2 gm� 1

Pt which is still higher than the initial ECSA of Pt/C 
(68.78 m2 gm� 1

Pt) and 3.10 times higher after 20 K cycles (25.80 m2 

gm� 1
Pt for Pt/C). Ptinside/KJ600 and Ptoutside/KJ600 shows almost same 

initial ECSA while after 20 K cycle Ptoutside/KJ600 loss was more sig-
nificant as seeding inside pore proved to be more efficient in term of 
activity and stability towards ORR (Fig. 5d). ORR Polarization curve was 
also recorded after durability test and compared with initial polarization 
curve to estimate the half-wave potential loss for each catalyst. 
Half-wave potential loss was 9 mV, 20 mV and 52 mV for Ptinside/KJ600, 
Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C respectively, this potential loss is significantly 
higher in both commercial Pt/C and Ptoutside/KJ600 compared to Ptin-

side/KJ600 catalyst (Fig. 5a–c). While, Half-wave potential loss of Ptin-

side/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C was also recorded after 10 K cycle 
and found to be 6 mV, 9.63 mV and 23 mV respectively (Fig. S9). 
Therefore, further cycling form 10–20 K led to only 3 mV half-wave 
potential loss compared to Pt/C (~29 mV loss). Half-wave potential 
loss results endorse the benefit of seeding of Pt inside pore as it can 
hinders Pt dissolution and agglomeration and helps in maintaining the 
active sites and higher activity. Mass activity and specific activity of the 
synthesized catalyst was calculated and compared with Pt/C to assess 
activity after durability test. Mass activity of Ptinside/KJ600 was 0.373 A 
mg� 1

Pt after 20 K cycle which is even 2.20 times higher than Pt/C initial 
activity. In addition, mass activity of Ptinside/KJ600 was 6 times higher 
than Pt/C (0.0619 A mg� 1

Pt) catalyst after 20 K cycles and showed an 
outstanding improvement over the commercial catalyst (Fig. 5e). Once 
Ptinside/KJ600 compared with Ptoutside/KJ600 catalyst former has sig-
nificant þ11 mV half-wave potential improvement under same number 

Fig. 4. Initial electrocatalytic performance of Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and commercial Pt/C catalyst for ORR (a) CV comparison, (b) ORR polarization curve 
comparison, (b) Mass activity before and after 20 K cycle, (c) ECSA comparison before and after 20 K cycle, (d) Initial mass activity and ECSA, of Ptinside/KJ600, 
Ptoutside/KJ600 and commercial Pt/C catalyst respectively. 
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of durability cycle. Ptoutside/KJ600 (0.265 A mg� 1
Pt) lost 52% of initial 

mass activity compared to 33% loss in Ptinside/KJ600 after 20 K cycle. 
There was only 4% loss in specific activity calculated for Ptinside/KJ600 
(4.72 A m� 2

Pt), therefore, specific activity of Ptinside/KJ600 was 
approximately 2.0 times higher than Pt/C after 20 K cycle (Fig. 5f). 

Evidence from ORR polarization curve strongly suggests highest stabil-
ity in case of Pt confined inside pores. 

To further verify the stability of Ptinside/KJ600 after durability 
testing, TEM, and particle size distribution was performed on the tested 
catalyst. Tested catalyst was collected from glassy carbon electrode and 

Fig. 5. ORR polarization curve before and after 20 K cycle for, (a) Ptinside/KJ600, (b) Ptoutside/KJ600 (c) Pt/C catalysts, (d) ECSA, (e) Mass activity and (f) Specific 
activity comparison before and after 20 K cycle for Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C respectively. 

Fig. 6. Physical characterization after durability test (a) HR-TEM image of Ptinside/KJ600, (b) TEM images of Ptoutside/KJ600, (c) Overview TEM image of Pt/C after 
20 K cycle respectively, (d) Ptinside/KJ600, (e) Ptoutside/KJ600 and (e) Pt/C, particle size distribution after 20 K cycle respectively. 
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preserved in DDI before further TEM imaging was performed. Ptinside/ 
KJ600 shows no major change in Pt nanoparticles size with minimum 
evidence of particle agglomeration (Fig. 6a). While, there was a general 
trend of Pt nanoparticle coalition or agglomeration due to large dura-
bility cycle in Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C catalysts (Fig. 6b and c). Com-
mercial Pt/C shows most particle agglomeration and deteriorate over 
time and was the reason behind loss in activity over time. Similar trend 
was seen in Ptoutside/KJ600 but wasn’t as bad as Pt/C catalyst and 
compliments the trend observed in electrochemical results throughout 
this work. Particle size distribution was performed on TEM image of 
Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/C catalyst after durability test 
(Fig. 6d–f). Average particle size calculated from particle size distribu-
tion is 2.16, 2.92 and 4.23 nm for Ptinside/KJ600, Ptoutside/KJ600 and Pt/ 
C respectively, and can be compared with before durability cycle results 
(Fig. 3f–h). Significant increase in Pt nanoparticle size is due agglom-
eration while loss in ECSA supports dissolution in case of Ptoutside/KJ600 
and Pt/C catalyst. Therefore, after long-term durability test Ptoutside/ 
KJ600 catalyst, where Pt nanoparticle was deposited on the surface and 
can be easily migrated compared to one spatially confined within 
nanopore (in Ptinside/KJ600) and was highly susceptible to sintering and 
Ostwald ripening. Based on the above analysis, it was space confinement 
effect that results in improved activity (higher Pt utilization) and 
stability. 

4. Conclusion 

Ultrafine Pt nanoparticles embedded inside the nanopore of carbon 
support were designed and successfully synthesized with facile one-step 
reduction method developed in this work. Combining XRD, BET and 
TEM observations, we have confirmed the uniform dispersion of Pt 
nanoparticles inside the pore with a narrow particle size distribution for 
the Ptinside/KJ600. As a result, Ptinside/KJ600 exhibits unprecedented 
ORR activity with mass activity of 0.558 A mg� 1

Pt (@ 0.9 V vs RHE), 
outperforming the Pt/C benchmark (0.169 A mg� 1

Pt) and any sole Pt 
based catalyst synthesized so far, which is attributed to the increased Pt 
utilization (ECSA of 113.4 m2 gm� 1

Pt) and optimized electronic struc-
ture of Pt. Moreover, pore confinement of nanoparticle was beneficial in 
maintaining smaller particle size strongly intact within pore while un-
dergoing durability test, which can effectively suppress Pt dissolution 
and aggregation therefore maintaining ORR activity. Impressively, the 
Ptinside/KJ600 demonstrated only 31% loss of mass activity after 20 k 
cycles, while the Pt/C undergoes 64% loss. The structural character-
izations for the catalysts after stability test strongly revealed that our 
unique catalyst design effectively maintained the uniform distribution of 
Pt nanoparticles as a result of space-confinement effect and effectively 
reduces agglomeration. We believe this catalyst design is not limited to 
Pt based catalyst but can easily applicable to the synthesis of Pt based 
alloy (with transition metal) to further improve activity. Doping of 
heteroatoms N, S and B will also be applicable inside pore to improve 
durability by assimilating pore-confinement and tethering effect. In fact, 
we got exceedingly promising results with doping and will be follow-up 
of this current work. 
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